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Hydrogen historical day: 3 important EU initiatives
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At EU level – Green Deal leaders & hydrogen

“H2 rocks, and I am committed to making it a success!”
Frans Timmermans- Executive Vice-President for the European Green Deal

“Next Generation EU should invest in Hydrogen.”
Ursula von der Leyen @State of Union speech, September 2020

Timmermann’s cabinet reinterred importance of hydrogen mobility at a meeting with Hydrogen Europe mid-January, highlighting 
among other synergies between transport end energy networks, role of synthetic fuels  
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FCEVs and BEVs as complementary options for new vehicles

Comparison of range, payload, and preferred technology

• BEV and FCEVs offer
complementary solutions
depending on the use

• Hydrogen is particularly well
suited for heavy load, high
energy use and harsh
operational conditions.

• The vehicles can operate 24/7
in all climate conditions
without energy loss.

• Energy efficiency: look at the
whole system efficiency - and
not just at vehicle efficiency
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At EU level – DG MOVE

“I would like to applaud your coalition’s commitment […] we need this kind of
impulse in parallel to the AFID revision which will be likewise ambitious. The
study you presented today is valuable because it makes a compelling case for
FCH trucks as an upcoming zero emission alternative“

“H2 and FC are sure to have a leading role and the fact that the EU is a
technological leader in this area will help.”

“The next step is to make H2 a real option for coaches and lorries, long
distance road haul is challenging to decarbonise and H2 provides a promising
way for that. But we need to move quickly from pilot tests to demonstration
to make the technology available from a commercial point of view “

Adina Valean, Commissioner for transport, 23 November 2020

Coalition statement signed by the whole value chain on 23 November 2020: OEMs, fuel cell and hydrogen technology 
suppliers, refuelling and hydrogen infrastructure providers, truck operators, users of road freight services and related industry 
associations joined forces to announce that they foresee that up to 100,000 hydrogen-powered trucks and 1,500 stations will 

be deployed by 2030

https://secureservercdn.net/160.153.138.177/04p.3b5.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/201215_Coalition-Statement-on-deployment-of-FCH-trucks-in-Europe.pdf


National Hydrogen Strategies 

Germany €7bn (+ €2bn external partnerships)

Spain
€8.9bn (estimated mobilised 
investment)

France €7.2bn (of which €1.5bn for an IPCEI project)

Portugal
€7-9bn (estimated mobilised 
investment). As public funds around 
€1bn (½ national, ½ from EU funds)

Austria
€2bn (draft) of public support requested 
by 2030 (of which €1bn by 2024) [tbc –
1-2 GW by 2030]
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Italy
€10bn (draft): estimated mobilised 
investment of which 5bn will be EU and 
Italian public funds [tbc – 5GW by 2030]

H2 strategy adoption

Adopted H2 strategy Planned H2 strategy

►Six countries have 
officially adopted an 
H2 strategy

►These include 
Netherlands, 
Germany, France, 
Spain, Portugal, and 
Norway

►Nine countries are 
currently working on 
their national H2 
strategies

Notes: 1. Illustrative as exact number of policies continues to change 
Source: Hydrogen Europe, Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Observatory
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National & Regional Hydrogen Strategies: Mobility targets

• LCV / FCEV: 5000 (2023),               
20.000 – 50.000 (2028) 

• HDV: 200 (2023), 800-2.000 (2028)
• HRS: 100 (2023), 400-1.000 (2028)

By 2030
• HRS: 50-100
Share of hydrogen in:
• Road transport: 5%
• Domestic maritime 

transport: 3-5%

• LCV / FCEV: 15.000 (2025),               
300.000 (2030) 

• HDV: 3.000 (2025)
• HRS: 50 (2025)

By 2030:
• FCEV: 6.000
• HDV: 11.000
• Buses: 3.800
• HRS: 200
• Garbage trucks: 1000

By 2030:
FCEV: 80.000
HDV/Buses: 3.000
HRS: 400

The Netherlands

France

Portugal

By 2030:
• Buses: 150 – 200
• LDV/HDV: 5.000- 7.500
• HRS: 100 – 150
• Trains: 2

Spain

Germany - regional hydrogen Strategies

100-150

400-1000
(2028)

50-100

50 (2025)

North-Rhine Westphalia Bavaria

200

400

Legend*
HRS by 
2030

Poland (draft)

By 2030:
• Buses: 500 (2025) 2.000 (2030)
• HRS: 32 (2025) 150 (2030) 
• Trains: 1st H2 train
• Synthetic fuels fuel ramp-up (237 

GWh demand approximately)

150 

Regional strategies 

HRS (2030) FCEV HDV

NRW (DE) 200 6,000 11,000

Bavaria (DE) 400 80,000 3,000

North NL 100 12,000 1,300 buses; 50 trains

National strategies

Poland 150 N/A 2,000 buses  (2030)

• LCV / FCEV: 12.000 (2030) 
• Buses: 1,300 (2030)
• HRS: 100 (2030)
• Trains: 50 (2030)

Region: North Netherlands 
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Fuel cells will keep the value chain in Europe

App. same number of components as a conventional vehicle 



Fuel cell production 
plans in Europe

Non exhaustive list of fuel cell production plans (incl. IPCEIs)) 
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Pieces of legislation are in place or under review for NEW vehicles

→What to do with the existing fleet? 

Existing fleets – Hydrogen Europe views

“Unlike for new vehicles, no EU legislation is in place to tackle GHG emissions 
from existing vehicle fleets.
Considering the size of the existing fleet, and in light of the Green Deal’s 
objectives, thoughts on tackling GHG emissions from existing vehicles should 
kick-start. 
The potential role that carbon-neutral hydrogen-made fuels (i.e. hydrocarbons 
synthesised with carbon from biomass or air) could play in this respect should be 
further investigated. “

Hydrogen Europe’s position paper on the Sustainable and smart Mobility Strategy, December 2020

→Use of synthetic (hydrogen-made) fuels in the road transport 
sector, along with use in maritime and aviation (economy of scale, 
costs decrease)

→Affordability and circular economy to meet Green Deal objectives

https://www.hydrogeneurope.eu/sites/default/files/Hydrogen%20Europe_SSMS_Paper_final.pdf
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The role of Power to X

Source:

Power-to-X describes methods for converting electrical energy into liquid or gaseous chemical energy sources through electrolysis and further synthesis processes. Using electrical current, water is split into 
oxygen and hydrogen – a 100% CO₂ emission-free process. Being a key technology for the energy transition, Hydrogen can be easily stored and further used or processed in many ways.

https://www.siemens-energy.com/global/en/offerings/renewable-energy/hydrogen-solutions.html
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Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy Communication

“Overall, we must shift the existing paradigm of incremental change to fundamental 
transformation. Thus, this Strategy sets out a roadmap for putting European transport 

firmly on the right track for a sustainable and smart future. “

SSMS Communication released on 9th December 2020

Sustainability targets & approach in SSMS:

• Integrated approach looking at demand, supply, infrastructure, fuels

• Vehicles: 30 Million ZE cars by 2030; 80,000 ZE lorries by 2030   

• HRS targets: 500 HRS by 2025/1,000 HRS by 2030 

• Ports and airports as zero emission hubs 

• The ‘polluter pays' and ‘user pays' principles need to be implemented without delay

• 100 climate neutral cities; focus on ZE last mile delivery

• Multimodality/intermodality focus incl. doubling rail freight traffic by 2050, 25% 

increase of inland waterways/short sea shipping by 2030

• Role of Clean Hydrogen for European partnership & European Clean Hydrogen 

Alliance

Read HE’s reaction here

https://hydrogeneurope.eu/sites/default/files/Press%20%20release%20SSMS%20HE_feedback%20SSMS.pdf
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Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy- HE’s position paper

https://www.hydrogeneurope.eu/sites/default/files/Hydrogen%20Europe_SSMS_Paper_final.pdf
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TRUCKS: How to boost H2 powered trucks role on the EU political agenda?

Hydrogen fuel cell trucks: paving the road to 

a carbon-neutral Europe, 5th March 2020

Hydrogen supply chain together 

Clean Hydrogen for Europe Partnership preparation

https://hydrogeneurope.eu/events/hydrogen-fuel-cell-trucks-paving-road-carbon-neutral-europe
https://www.hydrogeneurope.eu/sites/default/files/2020.02.12%20Joint%20call%20for%20deployment%20of%20FC%20trucks_final%20version%20with%20logos.pdf
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TRUCKS: How to boost H2 powered trucks role on the EU political agenda?

https://www.hydrogeneurope.eu/sites/default/files/Hydrogen%20Europe's%20position%20paper%20on%20the%20AFID.pdf
https://www.hydrogeneurope.eu/news/instrumental-role-hydrogen-decarbonisation-heavy-duty-industry-europe
https://www.h2haul.eu/digital-roundtable-on-hydrogen-mobility-brings-together-leading-meps-government-representatives-and-hydrogen-experts/
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H2 in the 
energy sector

H2 for
residential 
applications

Renewable and 
low-carbon 

H2 production

H2 
transmission

& 
distribution

H2 in industrial 
applications

The organisation of the Alliance

H2 
for mobility

6 Roundtables

High level progress meeting

openness

partnership

inclusiveness

transparency

diversity
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